Automatic document categorization is an important research problem in Information Science and Natural Language Processing. Many applications, including Word Sense Disambiguation and Information Retrieval in large collections, can benefit from such categorization. This paper focuses on automatic categorization of documents from the biomedical literature into broad discipline-based categories. Two different systems are described and contrasted: CISMeF, which uses rules based on human indexing of the documents by the Medical Subject Headings ® (MeSH ® ) controlled vocabulary in order to assign metaterms (MTs), and Journal Descriptor Indexing (JDI) based on human categorization of about 4,000 journals and statistical associations between journal descriptors (JDs) and textwords in the documents. We evaluate and compare the performance of these systems against a gold standard of humanly assigned categories for one hundred MEDLINE documents, using six measures selected from trec_eval. The results show that for five of the measures, performance is comparable, and for one measure, JDI is superior. We conclude that these results favor JDI, given the significantly greater intellectual overhead involved in human indexing and maintaining a rule base for mapping MeSH terms to MTs. We also note a JDI method that associates JDs with MeSH indexing rather than textwords, and it may be worthwhile to investigate whether this JDI method (statistical) and CISMeF (rule based) might be combined and then evaluated showing they are complementary to one another.
Background/Introduction Categorization in the biomedical domain
This paper reports on a comparative evaluation of two methods of text categorization in the biomedical domain, where the categorization task consists of labeling documents according to biomedical specialty or discipline (e.g., Biochemistry, Cardiology, Epidemiology). Several other categorization tasks have been reported in the biomedical literature, including categorization into MeSH ® , GO, ICD-9 or SNOMeD categories (Aronson et al., 2007; Ehrler 2005; Ruch et al. 2006; Ruch et al. 2008 ), but these tasks differ from categorization into biomedical specialties due to the nature of the categories used. That is, controlled vocabularies such as GO or ICD-9 include several thousand very specific "categories". Even where only a small subset of the categories is considered (e.g. Aronson et al., 2007) , the degree of specificity of the categories makes the task very different from categorization into broad specialties. For example, the ICD-9 code "hematuria" is much more specific than the corresponding biomedical specialty "urology". The fact that there is a limited number of biomedical specialties (about 100 as discussed in the next section) seems to favor using the broad range of machine learning methods available for text categorization. However, as can be seen from an extensive review of these methods (Sebastiani, 2002) they require large sets of pre-labeled documents for training. Such datasets are not available for biomedical specialties. Furthermore, as described in the evaluation section, creating gold-standard annotations is highly time-consuming and requires domain experts.
These issues were also discussed in previous reviews of categorization methods in the biomedical domain (Humphrey, 1999; Névéol et al., 2004) .
Specific categorization methods in this study
Two different systems that perform such categorization automatically were developed independently in the United States and in France. The Journal Descriptor Indexing (JDI) system, developed at the National Library of Medicine® (NLM®), categorizes text according to Journal Descriptor (JD) (Humphrey, 1998 (Humphrey, , 1999 Humphrey, Rogers, Kilicoglu, DemnerFushman, & Rindflesch, 2006; Humphrey, Lu, Rogers, & Browne, 2006 ; National Library of Medicine, 2008a Medicine, , 2008b . The Catalog and Index of Online Health Resources in French (CISMeF) system, developed at Rouen University Hospital, categorizes text according to Metaterm (MT) (CHU Hôpitaux de Rouen, 2008a , 2008b . JDs are a subset of subject terms from NLM's Medical Subject Headings® (MeSH®) used for describing journals per se (National Library of Medicine, 2008c) in NLM's List of Serials Indexed for Online Users (LSIOU) (National Library of Medicine, 2008d) . MTs are terms for medical specialties or biological sciences selected by the CISMeF chief librarian .
Because of entirely different, separately developed approaches for categorizing text -manually maintained rules based on human indexing (for MT) versus statistical associations based on words in text (for JD), as described and illustrated further on -we thought it would be of interest to compare these two approaches by evaluating their performance for categorizing a set of 100 MEDLINE documents for which a human consensus of gold standard categorization was established. In both approaches, MTs/JDs are not assigned to text directly by indexers. Instead, MT categorization depends on MeSH terms assigned by indexers to the text to be categorized, and JD categorization depend on JDs assigned by a single indexer to about 4,100 journals per se (i.e., not the documents in the journals) in a serials database, a relatively modest, essentially one-time effort. A more detailed description of MT/JD categorization of text appears at the end of this section; in section "Categorization of a sample MEDLINE document", MT/JD categorization is illustrated. MTs were designed for cataloging health resources available on the Internet; these resources have been cataloged by the CISMeF team using MeSH terms. In the current study, MT categorization is applied to MEDLINE documents based on MeSH terms assigned to them by NLM indexers. MT categorization has manually maintained rules that map MeSH terms -main headings (MHs) and subheadings (SHs) -in documents to MTs. For example, if a document is indexed with the MH *Heart Valve Diseases (the star means that this is a central concept in the document), it is automatically categorized under the MT Cardiology, because there is a rule that maps MeSH terms from cardiology hierarchies in MeSH (such as the Heart Diseases hierarchy, which contains Heart Valve Diseases) to the MT Cardiology. Points are assigned to the MT depending on whether or not the MH has a star. If the MH has a star, 100 points are assigned to the MT; otherwise 1 point is assigned.
On the other hand, JD categorization can be based on words in titles and abstracts. As will be explained by example in "Categorization of a sample MEDLINE document", section, JD categorization uses a dataset of three years of MEDLINE documents (the record for the document in NLM's PubMed® database). JDs are not assigned to the documents in this dataset directly; each document in the dataset inherits (or imports) JDs from the journal in which it appears. As mentioned earlier these JDs are manually assigned to journals in NLM's serials database. For example, all MEDLINE documents from the American Journal of Cardiology inherit the JD Cardiology from the record of this serial. In other words, a document from this journal is indexed under the JD Cardiology by virtue of the assignment of the JD Cardiology to this journal in the serials database. As a result, statistical associations can be made in the dataset between the words in MEDLINE documents in this journal and the JD Cardiology. These associations are then used for indexing documents outside the dataset; for example, a document in the New England Journal of Medicine containing many words associated with the American Journal of Cardiology in the dataset, will be indexed automatically under the JD Cardiology.
Both systems are available on the Web (CHU Hôpitaux de Rouen, 2008d; National Library of Medicine, 2008b) .
Benefits of broad categorization in the biomedical domain
There are many applications that can benefit from categorization into biomedical specialties, such as:
• Retrieval of resources in an online catalog (Gehanno, Thirion, & Darmoni, 2007) , which was the original intent behind the development of MTs (Thirion & Darmoni, 1999) .
• WEB browsing by broad category. CISMef MT categorization is the precedent for the JAMA & ARCHIVES topic collections feature (American Medical Association, 2008; McGregor, 2005) .
• Initial step in natural language processing (NLP). NLM's JD indexing (JDI) is used for identifying MEDLINE document in the molecular genetics domain before NLP begins (Névéol, Shooshan, Humphrey, Rindflesch, & Aronson, 2007; Rindflesch, Libbus, Hristovski, Aronson, & Kilicoglu, 2003) .
• Initial step in gene symbol disambiguation (GSD). JDI can be used for identifying MEDLINE documents in the genetics domain [Hristovski, Peterlin, Mitchell, & Humphrey, 2005) .
• Word sense disambiguation (WSD). JDI is the basis for semantic type indexing (STI) used for WSD, which has been described in detail (Humphrey, Rogers, Kilicoglu, Demner-Fushman, & Rindflesch, 2006) , and is being investigated for MetaMap, a component of NLM's Medical Text Indexer (Aronson, Mork, Gay, Humphrey, & Rogers, 2004) , formerly known as the Indexing Initiative System (Aronson, et al., 2000) , which is in daily use to assist indexers in their indexing of documents for MEDLINE (Aronson, Mork, Lang, Rogers, & Névéol, 2008 ).
• A JDI based method for automatic MeSH subheading attachment to main heading recommendations in NLM's Medical Text Indexer (Névéol, Shooshan, Humphrey, Mork, & Aronson, in press ).
• Identifying the subdomains of a corpus for evaluation of that corpus. The corpus may be resources belonging to an institution (Darmoni et al., 2006) or problem lists detected in electronic medical records from an institution. Table 1 shows the points assignments to MTs in the Metaterms column (Cardiology, etc.) from the MHs and the subheadings (SHs) in the MeSH Terms column. An MH with a star (central concept) is known as a major MH; an SH with a star is known as a major SH. The scoring scheme is as follows:
Categorization of a sample MEDLINE document using MTs and JDs

MT Categorization
minor MH or SH: 1 point assigned for the mapped-to MT major MH or SH: 100 points assigned for the mapped-to MT An MH with a starred SH is considered a major MH. MHs with more than one SH are counted twice. For example, MH1/*SH1/SH2 would be decomposed into two MH/SH pairs: MH1/ *SH1 and MH1/SH2. Assume that indexing of a document is as follows:
and that MH1, SH1, SH2, and MH2 map to metaterms MT1, MT2, MT3, and MT4, respectively. The score for MT1 would be 101: 100 points for MH1 (with *SH1) 1 point for MH1 (with SH2)
The score for MT2 would be 100:
100 points for *SH1
The score for MT3 would be 2 points:
1 point for SH2 (appended to MH1) 1 point for SH2 (appended to MH2)
The score for MT4 would be 1 point:
If by some chance MH1, SH1, SH2, and MH2 all mapped to MT1, then the score for MT1 would be the sum of all the points, i.e., 204 points.
The MT categorization for the sample document is shown in the Metaterms and Final Metaterm score columns in Table 1 . Because diagnosis and information science have no corresponding JD, these two MTs would be removed prior to performing the evaluation, resulting in the following MT categorization: 
JD Categorization
To illustrate JD categorization, we will use the words in the title (omitting stopwords): doppler, echocardiography, heart, noninvasive, and valve. For clarity, the calculations in this section are simplified; for example, it is essential that the JDI methodology use normalization techniques, rather than raw frequencies of words, in particular, a modified version of signal weight (Salton & McGill, 1983) . Additional normalization is performed to counteract the effect of the uneven distribution of JDs in the training set (Humphrey, 1999) . There are two type of categorization: based on word count and based on document count in the three-year dataset. For example, to calculate the word count based score for the JD Cardiology for the word doppler, the system divides: Of course, all word-JD scores from the dataset are pre-computed, and are known as word-JD vectors. Table 2 shows the JD scores for Cardiology and Diagnostic Imaging for words in the title of our sample document, and the JD categorization of the sample document, which is the average of the scores for each JD across the words. Table 3 shows JD categorization for the sample document. Note that the scores for Cardiology and Diagnostic Imaging are the average scores for the words according to Table 2 . This methodology can be described in terms of vectors. The three-year dataset contains word-JD vectors for the words in the document in the dataset, where the JD vector for a word consists of the JD scores for that word, ordered alphabetically by JD. Knowing the JD scores for individual words, a document-JD vector of some document outside the dataset is the centroid of the JD vectors of the words in this document (i.e., the average of the scores across the words in the document). When we rank the JDs in this document-JD vector by score, we have the JD categorization of the document.
As with MT categorization, JDs with no corresponding MT were removed from the result. There are actually 122 JDs, but only 101 have corresponding MTs. Therefore the JD categorization system was specially programmed for the evaluation not to return the 21 JDs having no corresponding MT.
Evaluation Establishing a Gold Standard
In order to compare MT and JD categorization, a consensus of gold standard MTs/JDs was arrived at by two human experts (S.M. Humphrey and S.J. Darmoni 3 ) for 100 documents that had been randomly selected from a month of MEDLINE documents indexed in January 1998 (for another project). We refer to these documents as our corpus.
Because there was no exact correspondence between the set of MTs and JDs, separate MT and JD consensus sets were compiled. Given that some MTs have no corresponding JD, and viceversa, these were eliminated from the set of MTs/JDs available for the consensus sets. In most cases, there was either exact (e.g., parasitology vs. Parasitology) correspondence or direct correspondence (oncology vs. Neoplasms), but allowances were made for near correspondence. For example, hepatology is an MT but not a JD, but gastroenterology/ Gastroenterology is an MT/JD. Therefore, the MT consensus for a document in the field of hepatology was hepatology, and the JD consensus for the same document was Gastroenterology. If the MT system categorization was hepatology, this was counted as agreeing with the consensus (but not if it was gastroenterology), and if the JD system categorization was Gastroenterology, this was also counted as agreeing with the consensus. An example where the JD was more specific is the JD Drug Therapy and the corresponding MT therapeutics. If the JD consensus for a document was Drug Therapy, the MT consensus was therapeutics. Thus, if the JD system categorization was Drug Therapy, this was counted as agreeing with the consensus (but not if it was Therapeutics), and if the MT system categorization was therapeutics, this was also counted as agreeing with the consensus.
Evaluation Measures
The 100 documents were run through the respective MT and JD categorization systems, and the trec_eval package was used for comparing the results (National Institute of Standards and Technology (2008a) . trec_eval was selected because it is well recognized in the Information Retrieval community, being the package used in Text Retrieval Conference (TREC) (National Institute of Standards and Technology (2008b) , and served well for our text categorization evaluation. In particular, being an off-the shelf package, it obviated the need to develop programs to calculate and average the various precision and recall metrics we used. However, whereas trec_eval normally evaluates retrieval of documents relevant for topics, we used trec_eval to evaluate assignment of MTs/JDs for categorizing documents.
Many of the measures defined in the trec_eval package are defined and illustrated by Manning & Schütze (1999) . In general, precision is the percentage of assigned MTs/JDs that are correct, i.e., of the MTs/JDs assigned to the document, what percentage is correct (matches the consensus). Recall is the percentage of correctly assigned MTs/JDs, i.e., of all the correct MTs/ JDs for the document (in the consensus), what percentage has been assigned. Specifically, the following trec_eval metrics were selected, with definitions adapted to our categorization evaluation:
• R-prec (precision at the number of correct MTs/JDs). Precision at the position of the number of correct MTs/JDs (in the consensus).
• ircl_prn.0.00, or interpolated average precision at 0% (referred to as top precision in the remainder of this paper). The maximum of all precision measurements determined at each correct JD/MT assignment.
• P5 (precision at 5). Precision at five MTs/JDs assigned.
• P10 (precision at 10). Precision at ten MTs/JDs assigned.
• recall5 (recall at 5). Recall at five MTs/JDs assigned.
• recall10 (recall at 10). Recall at ten MTs/JDs assigned.
To illustrate, we use a sample document from our corpus titled, "Association between p53 mutation and clinicopathological features of non-small cell lung cancer." Table 4 shows the MT and JD consensus for this document. Table 5 shows the MT and JD categorization results along with the scores for this document. Table 6 explains the computation of results of trec_eval measures for this document. The results were further evaluated for statistical significance by the pairwise Wilcoxon test.
Results
Two versions of MT categorization, and five versions of JD categorization were evaluated against the corresponding consensus, as shown in Table 8 . These include the MT categorization, word count based JD categorization, and document count based categorization described and illustrated earlier.
The other MT categorization is known as MT majeurs, where "majeurs" refers to inclusion of only those MTs that are derived from starred (or major) MHs/SHs. Using the sample MEDLINE document for illustrating MT categorization earlier, the MT majeurs result would be as follows:
diagnosis 104 cardiology 103
and removing diagnosis, which has no corresponding JD, the result for our study would be:
cardiology 103
The three additional JD categorization methods use the fact that JD categorization can also use MHs/SHs in the MEDLINE document. The MH method uses only starred MHs/SHs in the document, and their statistical association with JDs. The Text MH WC method combines both words in titles/abstracts, employing the word count based method, and starred MHs/SHs. The Text MH DC method combines both words in titles/abstracts, employing the document count based method, and starred MHs/SHs.
We include these methods in our results for completeness, but our emphasis is on the MT method, which performs better than the MT majeurs method for all measures, and on the Text DC and Text WC methods because our main objective is to compare methodologies that require MeSH indexing (the MT method) against JD methodologies that do not use MeSH Indexing (JD Text WC and JD Text DC).
An exception, as discussed further on in Future Work, might be comparing MT categorization to the JD categorization MH method.
We noted that in our evaluation of document categorization, it is seldom the case that the highest attainable P5 and P10 is 1.0000. For example, P5 for document #2, as shown above, is 0.4000, which does not reflect the fact that this is the best possible P5, given that the consensus for this document consists of two MTs. It is not possible for P5 to be greater than 2/5 = 0.4000. To give a perspective of P5, P10, and recall5 in relation to the highest attainable measures, we submitted to the trec_eval program a run for MT and a run for JD, where the MT and JD assignments, respectively, perfectly match the consensus. The results are in the MT highest attainable and JD highest attainable rows in Table 3 . For those measures where the highest attainable score is not 1.0000, we follow the score by its percent of the highest attainable score. For example, the highest attainable score for P5 for the MT run that perfectly matches the consensus is 0.6300. The actual average P5 for the MT method is 0.4320, followed by (69%), which means that the P5 of 0.4320 is 69% of the highest attainable score of 0.6300.
Statistical Significance
We now present the results in terms of statistical significance of the results in Table 8 For completeness, we also compare the MT method with the other JD methods, which either rely entirely on MeSH indexing (JD MH) or combine reliance on MeSH indexing and words in titles and abstracts (JD WC+MH and JD DC+MH). For all measures, each of the methods that combine MeSH indexing and words in titles and abstracts are found to be superior to the MT method. The JD MH method is comparable to the MT method for R-prec and recall10, and superior to the MT method for top precision, P5, P10, recall5, and recall10.
We also note that, for all measures, JD methods that combine MeSH indexing and words in titles and abstracts are superior to the other JD methods based solely on words in titles and abstracts.
Discussion
Comparing different categorization methods
There are obvious differences between the MT and JD categorization methods that impact the comparison of their performance. MT categorization produces only those MTs, with their scores, that the system deems appropriate for the document. JD categorization results in all JDs with their scores. We decided to impose a threshold of the top-scoring fifteen JDs, which we feel accommodates the measures we selected from the trec_eval package. The top 15 is a practical threshhold for applications using JD categorization.
The necessity to remove MTs with no corresponding JD, and vice-versa, was mentioned earlier.
Removal of MTs/JDs could affect performance. In fact, three documents had no results in the MT majeurs method because the MTs derived from starred MHs/SHs had no corresponding JD.
Tied scores are a problem for certain evaluation measures for the MT method. For example, the following is part of a result of the MT method for a document, where x denotes agreement of the MT with the consensus: Note the tied score of 101. According to trec_eval, P5 was 0.6000 (three correct of first five) for this document. However, as presented, disregarding score, only physiology and pharmacology are correct = 0.4000. trec_eval must have considered either reproductive medicine or obstetrics to be in the first 5. According to trec_eval documentation, ties are broken deterministically; that is, regardless of the order of MTs with the same score for a given document, the P5 score will be the same.
The above problem areas are unavoidable due to the different nature of the MT and JD categorization methods. Nevertheless, we felt it was important to compare a categorization that depends on MeSH indexing with one that does not.
Little manual labor required for categorization methods
Both the JD and MT categorization methods presented above are fully automatic. However, JD categorization relies on the one-time assignment of Journal Descriptors to each journal indexed for MEDLINE. The manual assignment of journal descriptors to MEDLINE journals is done independently from JD categorization. Similarly, MT categorization relies on the assignment of MeSH descriptors to documents. While it could be argued that indexing may be performed automatically using a tool such as MTI (Aronson, 2004) to reduce manual labor, as with JDI, manual MEDLINE indexing is performed independently from categorization. That is, in both cases, no manual labor is performed specifically for the categorization task. Rather, categorization uses the results of manual work performed anyway for other purposes.
The situation is slightly different where the semantic links between MeSH terms and MTs are concerned. While these links were originally developed for information retrieval , their new application to categorization triggered a manual effort to optimize the network of links. Limited efforts are also devoted to updating and improving the links when new MeSH headings become available with new releases of thesaurus. However, this effort is estimated to be much smaller than the development of a large labeled corpus to be used for the training of machine learning methods.
Conclusions
We have presented a contrasted evaluation on MEDLINE documents of two methods of automatic categorization by biomedical specialty. We find that for most of the evaluation measures used in our study, the MT method (relying on MH manual indexing) and the JD method (relying on statistical processing of words in Title and Abstracts of documents) perform similarly. However, the JD method outperforms the MT method for one measure, top precision. These results favoring the JD method imply that not much is gained by MH indexing, especially taking into consideration the intellectual overhead of indexing, and maintaining the links between MT and MHs. We also find that JD methods that combine MHs and text words outperform JD methods relying on text words only. This is not surprising since MHs definitely add valuable semantic content to the document description.
Future Work
The results of this study can be used to improve the respective categorization methods -for instance, additional MH-MT mappings (e.g. MH Vena Cava Filters -MT cardiology) were created after this study by reviewing statistical associations between MHs and JDs. Another perspective would be to investigate whether some combination of the methods might result in better performance than either method alone. A particular opportunity to do this might be comparision of the MT method and the JD MH method, since both use only MeSH indexing. The question would be whether using statistical associations between starred MHs/SHs and JDs might be complementary to using MHs/SHs mapping rules to MTs. Because of the limited number of documents in the test corpus, it may be desirable to develop a larger corpus of documents with gold standard indexing to perform a further comparison of the MT and JD approaches. Another interesting study would be to use a consistency study corpus (Funk and Reid, 1983) , where several equivalent MeSH indexing sets are available for each document in the corpus in order to study the robustness of the methods to indexing variation, without requiring a gold standard. Table 3 JD categorization for document titled, "Color Doppler echocardiography. Progress in the noninvasive diagnosis of heart valve diseases." MT and JD categorization results along with scores for document titled, "Association between p53 mutation and clinicopathological features of non-small cell lung cancer." In the Cons. column, x denotes agreement with the consensus. Table 7 trec_eval measures of MT and JD categorization results for document titled, "Association between p53 mutation and clinicopathological features of non-small cell lung cancer." Computation of these results is explained in Table 6 . Table 8 Average trec_eval measures across 100 documents for two MT methods and five JD methods. The percentage following a P5, P10, and recall 5 score indicates the percentage of highest attainable score, as discussed and illustrated in the Results section. 
